UNEARTHED INTERSTATE FAKE CURRENCYRACKET–SEIZEDFICN WORTH
3.98 LAKHS.
The Commissioner’s Task Force, South Zone Team, Hyderabad along with
Chandrayangutta Police unearthed an Interstate fake currency racket involved in
circulating Fake Indian Currency and apprehended two persons and seized Fake
Indian currency valued to 3.98 lakhs and a two wheeler from the possession of
accused.
Details of arrested Accused Persons:1. MohdGhouse.
2. RabiulSekh,
3. Ameenul Rehman
Mode of Operation :The accused MohdGhouse is a Rowdy sheeter of Chandrayangutta P.S. A
Rowdy sheet was opened upon him in the year 1991. In the year 1991, as he was
found in possession of bombs, TADA Act along with other relevant sections were
imposed against him.

Since 2011 he is involved in circulating Fake Indian

Currency. So far, he is arrested in 12-Cases of Hyderabad City and one case each
in Vijayawada and Vizag Cities. Lastly he was arrested from Charminar P.S in the
year 2016. While in Jail, he facilitated circulation of fake currency through
Ameenul Rehman @ Bablu of Malda and was again arrested by Bhavanipuram
P.S of Vijayawada and Vizag IV Town.
He was released on bail in above cases on 12.01.19. Immediately after his
release from Jail, Ghouse again planned to start his business of circulating fake
currency. As he has lost the contact with Ameenul Rehman (who is main supplier
of fake currency to Ghouse for the past few years and wanted in three cases of
Hyderabad city), he went to Rajahmundry Central Jailon 19-01-2019 and had
Mulakath withSurajShaik, N/o. Malda who is a co-accused of Ghouse and
Ameenul Rehman in a case related to Bhavanipuram P.S. of Vijayawadaand got
the phone number of AmeenulRehman @ Bablu.
After getting the number of Bablu from SurajShaik, Ghouse immediately
contacted Bablu and fixed a fresh deal for supplying FICN. As per the deal, Bablu
sent 4 lakh worth FICN through his trusted aid RabiulSekh.

RabiulSekh was earlier arrested by Falaknuma P.S. in the year 2015 when
he was a Juvenile. This time Rabiul after collecting 4 lakh worth FICN, came to
Hyderabad and met Ghouse. Today i.e. on 15-02-2019 while both Ghouse and
RabiulSekhwere

trying

to

exchange

FICN

in

Hashamabad

area

under

Chandrayanagutta P.S limits, they were apprehended by South Zone Task Force
and Chandrayangutta Police.
The prime accused Ameenul Rehman @ Bablu’s village Krishnapur is located
near the border of Bangladesh. He procures the currency from Bangladesh through
agents.
Specific features of the currency seized:

 Has all the features that are available on the original note
 Water Mark, Security thread, Bleed lines, Micro lettering, see through,
Number Pannel, Latent image, Intaglio, Optical variable ink are present and
distinguishable.
 Difficult to trace out the differences by naked eye
 Paper quality is also maintained
The above arrests were made under the supervision of Sri. S. Chaitanya
Kumar, Addl. Dy. Commissioner of Police, Commissioner’s Task Force,
Hyderabad City by Bhavani Nagar Police, Task Force Teams of Hyderabad City
led by Inspectors Sri. K. Madhu Mohan Reddy, Sri K. Srinivas and SOT of
Rachakonda.
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